Air Awnings

•

Air Tents

•

Gazebos and Shelters

Westfield by Quest Awnings: a perfect partnership
Westfield by Quest is a partnership between two outdoor leisure companies. Westfield
is a high end German brand sold all over Europe who are backed by the largest and
most professional outdoor manufacturer in China.
Quest are a UK company who have been supplying the outdoor leisure trade with their
own, exclusive products for over 30 years. The two companies have combined to bring
you the best in high end manufacturing and processing from Westfield, combined
with the expertise, exclusive designs and unrivalled support of Quest in one perfect
partnership : Westfield by Quest.

PERFORMANCE RANGE
Luxury and top of the range.

The Performance range of Westfield by Quest
awnings are the top of the range luxury air
awnings. These are made from the very best
materials, combining the very best technology and
air systems to create a unique range of awnings.
They include the high end Advanced Air System
which is unique in its ability to switch between
single and multi-inflation and allows on site
maintenance if required, allowing you to carry on
and enjoy your holiday no matter what.
They represent the very best in air awnings.

Enhanced support: Not only do you get all of these benefits, but due to our unique
partnership you get enhanced European support. This means if you have an issue even
if you are away on holiday in Europe, we will endeavour to sort you out in the country
you are in. We do not wait for you to come back, we help resolve the issue there and
then on holiday, allowing you to continue enjoying yourself.

TRAVEL SMART PRO RANGE

Lightweight, ease of use with added durability.
The Travel Smart Pro range of Westfield by
Quest awnings are a mid range of awnings which
combine lightweight with durability.
They use midweight fabrics which give a great
balance between lightweight, ease of use and
durability. They include the high end Advanced Air
System 2 which allows you to extend your awning
from multi-inflation to a full single inflation kit at
anytime if you so wish.
They represent the perfect balance between
lightweight, durability and value.

TRAVEL SMART RANGE

Extreme lightweight and ease of use.
The Travel Smart range of Westfield by Quest
awnings are a lightweight range of awnings
designed around ease of use. They use lightweight
fabrics which make them the lightest and easiest
awnings available.
The extreme lightweight nature of these awnings
make them so easy to slide into the awning rail,
that they can be done by one person.
They use the simple and effective Air Erect System
2, which combines simplistic technology that
simply does not go wrong with ease of use making
them even easier to use.

HydroDore: Advanced fabrics
Fabrics are one of the most important parts of your awning or tent. They give it the
ability to withstand the weather, make it heavy or light, easy to clean and contribute
towards making the awning or tent easier or harder to maintain and live with. Westfield
and Quest have developed a family of advanced fabrics called HydroDore which give
different features and functions to your awning and tent.

This is a new generation 300D
material which is unlike any
other. It is woven in a completely
new way giving it a higher tensile
strength than standard 300D
ripstop materials.
The coating helps add extra
durability, makes it easier to
clean and has an extremely high
level of waterproofing.
It is also thread dyed rather
than dip dyed. This means each
individual thread has been dyed
before it is woven together,
allowing more dye to penetrate
each thread creating a better
and longer lasting colour.

It is a strong, yet light 200D
material with a durable coating
that adds strength and stability
to the fabric.
The fabric is made stronger by
the addition of the ripstop giving
you a perfect balance between
strength, durability and weight.
It lasts longer than lightweight
materials, is still lightweight and
easy to use whilst giving you
the durability and strength of a
heavyweight material.

An advanced middleweight
150D material with a high
performance coating. It keeps
the weight down making the
awning or tent easier to use,
pack away and erect, but the
added durability means it will
last longer.

An advanced lightweight 75D
with a high performance U.V.
coating. The coating gives the
material extra protection against
the harmful suns U.V. rays and
extends the life of your awning
and gives you a high level of
water protection.

The high performance coating
adds durability and gives you a
very high level of water proofing
and protection against the weather.

The material is extremely
lightweight making it easy to
handle, fold and packs away to a
small size. It is fast drying as it
does not soak up the rain and is
easy to clean.

Included technology: Air systems and anti-weather
The Westfield by Quest awning range combines two different air systems and an anti-weather system to create unique awnings that provide features not readily available anywhere else.

The Advanced Air System (AAS) is a next
generation air tube system. It has been created
to give you the benefits of both a multi-inflation
system as well as the ease of use of a single
inflation system.
The system uses 4 layers for strength and
stability. It has the internal bladder which is
the part that you inflate. You then have a dual
layer protective cover that has PE and polyester
covers bonded together, the PE layer of the cover
is also reinforced at the stress points giving it
extra strength and stability. You then have a
sleeve which is sewn into the awning. This not
only improves the protection around your air
tube, as well as the stability of the awning as the
tube is held in position better.
The advanced air system goes one step further
than its rivals by giving you the option of multiinflation or single inflation. No longer do you
have to choose between single or multi-inflation,
you can have both and use whichever is better
for you.
This single inflation system can be inflated by
any of its independent valves giving you the
maximum of flexibility and in the event of a
failure you can simply just remove the affected
tube and the system reverts automatically to an
independent tube system.

The Air Erect System (AES) is a latest
generation, easy to use, simplified air erect
system. It is simplified to make it easier to use
and less to go wrong.
The system uses 4 layers for strength and
stability. It has the internal bladder which is the
part that you inflate. You then have a dual layer
protective cover that has a PE and polyester
covers bonded together, that adds protection
and increases stability. The PE layer of the
protective cover is also reinforced at the stress
points giving it extra strength and stability.
You then have a sleeve which is sewn into the
awning which adds a final layer of protection and
stability. This not only improves the protection
you get from the PC cover, but also the stability
of the awning as the tube is held in place and
position better.
The Air Erect System has individual air tubes
rather than a joined system which makes each
tube extremely easy to pump up and in the event
of a failure only one tube is affected.
It also uses an easy to use single way valve for
inflation which is simplicity itself, simply push
the pump in and pump.

The anti-weather system is not one item but a
host of improvements and updates that gives
the awning better weather protection.
There are additional weather panels sewn into
the canvas at points where the weather could
get in. This panel is P.U. coated on both sides
and taped on both sides giving you better
weather protection.
There is additional guttering on external
windows with zips, which add extra protection
against the rain.
All tie back points or pockets that are sewn in are
made from 100% waterproof PVC rather than
standard webbing material. Standard material
can soak water up and eventually lead to leaks,
the waterproof PVC simply does not.

The Aries

Style, features and amazing views
The Aries comes in two sizes, 350 and 260. It has large
scenic windows giving you amazing views and allowing
loads of natural light in, giving you the feeling of outside
even when inside the awning. It can also be extended
using the optional (sold separately) annex.
It features the excellent HydroDore XT pro fabric
which means that this awning is amazingly strong,
yet lightweight and will last for years. It has the unique
Advanced Air System which is the only system available

that gives you the option of single or multi-inflation. You
can have the cost saving benefits of multi-inflation or
choose the optional single inflation kit to upgrade it to
full single inflation at any time.
The removable front and side panels make this easier to
pick up and slide though your awning channel, helping to
make this awning easier to erect.
The awning comes with storm straps as standard and
even has storm strap pockets allowing you to put them
away when taking the awning down so they don't get
tangled up making the awning easier to use.

Features
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Available in two sizes
Advanced Air System
Single or Multi-inflation
HydroDore XT PRO Fabric
Anti-Weather system added protection
2 Full ventilation side windows
Rear pole and pads plus veranda pole included
Reflective storm straps with strap tidy pockets
Skylight windows with internal blinds
Huge clear view windows
Built in ventilation and internal blinds
Annex - can be extended with one or two annexes

Details
••
••
••
••

Warranty: 24 months
Fabric: HydroDore XT Pro
Windows: Super clear transparent foil
HH: 6000 mm

Optional Extras
••
••
••
••
••

Single inflation kit
Columba 220 air annex
Performance poled annex
Annex Inner tent
Roof liner

••
••
••
••

Breathable flooring
Quest serial LED light
Quest LED lighting strip
Windshield Pro

235 - 250cm

Awning Rail Height: 235 - 250 cm.
Depth: 260 cm.

Aries 260

260cm
(Aries 260 or 350)

260 or 350cm

Width: 260 cm.
Packed size: 116 x 35 x 32 cm
Awning weight: 17 kg.
Awning (minus panels) weight: 12 kg.
Total weight: 24.5 kg.

Aries 350

230cm

Width: 350 cm.
Packed size: 116 x 38 x 34 cm
Awning weight: 17.5 kg.
Awning (minus panels) weight: 12.5 kg.
Total weight: 27.7 kg.
210cm

Performance Aries 350 : Shown with optional performance annex (sold separately).

The Omega is a true top of the range awning. It features
the amazingly strong HydroDore XT pro material which
gives you unrivalled strength and helps ensure your
awning lasts for years.

storm poles included, there are no hidden extras here, you
even get a veranda pole giving you more options than ever
before. It can also be extended with 1 or 2 annexes allowing
you to increase the living or storage space if required.

You get the brilliant Advanced Air System which gives you
single inflation from the start. You also get the excellent
high specification bravo pump making it easier to inflate
than ever before. You get additional (optional for use)

The removable front and side panels make this easier to
pick up and slide though your awning channel, helping to
make this awning easier to erect.
Windows, windows and more windows : the huge
panoramic windows to the front and side mean you get
perfect views all around giving you the feeling of outside
even when inside.

Advanced Air System
Single inflation
HydroDore XT PRO Fabric
Anti-Weather system added protection
2 Full ventilation side windows
Rear pole and pads included
Veranda and storm leg pole included
Reflective storm straps with strap tidy pockets
Front canopy to keep weather out
Huge clear view windows with zipped blinds
Permanent, built in ventilation
Premium wheeled carry bag
Annex - can be extended with one or two annexes

Details
••
••
••
••

Warranty: 24 months
Fabric: HydroDore XT Pro
Windows: Super clear transparent foil
HH: 6000 mm

Optional Extras
••
••
••
••

Columba 220 air annex
Performance poled annex
Annex inner tent
Roof liner

Omega 400
Awning Rail Height: 235 - 250 cm.
Depth: 260 cm.

••
••
••
••

Breathable flooring
Quest serial LED light
Quest LED lighting strip
Windshield Pro

235 - 250cm

Classic and top of the range

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

190 - 220cm

The Omega

Features

260cm

Width: 400 cm.
Packed size: 116 x 43 x 40 cm.
400cm

Awning weight: 20 kg.
Awning (no panels) weight: 13.7 kg.

230cm

Total Weight: 30.5 kg.

Performance Omega 400 : Shown with optional performance annex (sold separately).

210cm

Features

It uses the new HydroDore SL Pro fabric which gives
you a great lightweight, easy to use awning with added
durability making it last longer.

The Dorado pro gives you a great amount of space in
a lightweight awning that is extremely easy to use. The
added durability of the pro fabric means it will also outlast
its lighter rivals.

It comes complete with a storm roof pole giving you
added strength and stability, but due to the use of the
Advanced Air System, you can opt for the storm air

This awning is perfect for those looking for a lightweight
awning, with good space, but want that added durability
of a 150D material and the added option of single inflation.

••
••
••
••
••

Details
••
••
••
••

Warranty: 12 months
Fabric: HydroDore SL PRO
Windows: Superclear Transparent Foil
HH: 4000 mm

Optional Extras

•• Storm air beam
•• High volume, easy glide,
bravo pump
•• Breathable flooring
•• Universal steel rear poles
(pair)

••
••
••
••
••

Front storm leg pole
Universal canopy pole kit
Quest serial LED light
Quest LED lighting strip
Windshield Pro

Dorado 400 PRO
Awning Rail Height: 235 - 250 cm.
Width: 390 cm.
Depth: 250 cm.

235 - 250cm

beam which gives you the added strength and stability,
without the need for a storm pole.

Packed size: 105 x 25 x 25 cm.

250cm

Awning only weight: 7.5 kg.
Total weight: 10.5 kg.

400cm

The Dorado pro is the all new and improved Dorado. It has
a larger space (400 cm wide) and improved headroom
making it fell much larger inside.

210cm

Lightweight performance

Advanced Air System
Single inflation
Double awning beading (4 and 6 mm)
Anti-Weather system added protection
Can be erected by one person
Two independent front panels
Front panels can be rolled up or used as sun canopies (with
optional universal canopy pole kit)
Rear pads included
Clear view windows
Built in ventilation and internal blinds
2 Full ventilation side doors
Includes storm roof pole kit

300cm

Dorado Pro

••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Gemini Pro

Added performance and features
The Gemini Pro is the all new and improved Gemini. It is a
modernised classic look awning packed full of features. It
uses the new HydroDore SL Pro fabric which gives you
a great balance between lightweight, easy to use awning
with added durability making it last longer.
It is inner tent ready, so it can have one or two air porch
universal inner tents put inside it allowing you to add one or
two bedrooms for those extra guests if needed. There are
5 doors available on the awning, with an eyebrow canopy
over the front centre door stopping the rain and water
coming in when the door is opened.

It also features the unique Advanced Air System, which
is the only system on the market that allows you to have
this awning in multi inflation or single inflation modes , the
choice is up to you.
This awning is perfect for those looking for a large family
awning that is easy to use, lightweight with added durability
from the HydroDore SL Pro fabric.

Features
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Advanced Air System
Single or Multi-inflation
Double awning beading (4 and 6 mm)
Anti-Weather system added protection
Three independent front panels
Five doors (2 side, 3 front)
Two ventilation windows to front and full ventilation side doors
Canopy over middle front door
Rear pads included
Clear view windows with internal zipped blinds
Permanent built in ventilation
Complete with 3 storm poles
Double beading for easy multi-vehicle attachment

Details
••
••
••
••

Warranty: 12 months
Fabric: HydroDore SL PRO
Windows: Superclear Transparent Foil
HH: 4000 mm

Optional Extras

•• Air porch universal inner tent
•• Single inflation kit
•• High volume, easy glide,
bravo pump
•• Breathable flooring
•• Universal steel rear poles (pair)

••
••
••
••

Universal canopy pole kit
Quest serial LED light
Quest LED lighting strip
Windshield Pro

235 - 250cm

Gemini 390 PRO
Awning Rail Height: 235 - 250 cm.
Width: 390 cm.
Depth: 250 cm.
Packed size: 115 x 35 x 35 cm.
Awning only weight: 15.3 kg.

250cm

390cm

Total weight: 17.6 kg.

Inner Tent
Ready

Features

storm pole to add stability in adverse weather conditions.
The small size is perfect when space is at a premium and
when you only want a small porch.

It has large scenic windows allowing loads of light inside
and great views when inside the awning. It gives you the
feeling of outside even when inside the awning.

Featuring the lightweight HydroDore SL fabric which
gives you great performance in a lightweight fabric which
makes this awning even easier to erect, use and store
away when not in use. The fabric dries quickly, making it
even easier to manage and use.

The use of the excellent Air Erect System means that the
tubes are independent of each other and can be inflated
with as little as 12 pumps on the pump. It comes with a

The perfect lightweight awning when space is at a
premium or when you simply want a small porch.

Details
••
••
••
••

Warranty: 12 months
Fabric: HydroDore SL
Windows: Superclear Transparent Foil
HH: 3000 mm

Optional Extras

•• Breathable flooring
•• Universal steel rear poles
(pair)
•• High volume, easy glide,
bravo pump

•• Quest serial LED light
•• Quest LED lighting strip
•• Windshield Pro

Awning Rail Height: 235 - 250 cm.
Depth: 235 cm.

235 - 250cm

A great lightweight awning with a small footprint.
Extremely easy to use, easy enough to erect by one
person on their own.

Lynx 200
Width: 200 cm.
Packed size: 115 x 25 x 25 cm.
Awning only weight: 6.25 kg.
Total weight: 10 kg.

Lynx 240
Width: 240 cm.
Packed size: 115 x 25 x 30 cm.
Awning only weight: 7 kg.
Total weight: 10.5 kg.

235cm
(Lynx 200 or 240)

When space is at a premium

Available in two sizes
Air Erect System
Independent inflation points
Double awning beading (4 and 6 mm - Lynx 240 only)
Anti-Weather system added protection
Very lightweight
Quick and easy to erect
Small footprint and pack size
Can be erected by one person
Rear pads and storm pole included
Built In ventilation and internal blinds
2 Full ventilation side doors

200 or 240cm

The Lynx

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Dorado

The lightest and easiest awning
Combining the easy to use nature of a lightweight awning
along with an easy to use air system means you get one
of the simplest and easiest to use awnings available.
The latest Air Erect system combines ease of use and
simplistic reliability in one great system. The system is
simple, making it extremely easy to use but also reliable
as there is little to go wrong, a perfect combination.

The use of one single air beam means that this awning can
be erected in as little as 12 pumps on the included double
action pump. Combine this with the excellent lightweight
HydroDore SL fabric means that this awning can easily
be erected by one person. The fabric is also very quick to
dry making the awning easier to manage and use.
Added stability can be gained by the optional storm poles
giving you benefit in adverse weather conditions and
making this lightweight awning great for use in many
different weather conditions.
This really is an extremely easy awning to erect, use and
live with, the perfect lightweight air awning.

Features
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Air Erect System
Single inflation
Double awning beading (4 and 6 mm)
Anti-Weather system added protection
Lightweight, quick and easy to erect
Can be erected by one person
Two independent front panels
Front panels can be rolled up or used as sun canopies
Rear pads included
Built in ventilation and internal blinds
4 Doors (2 front and 2 side)
2 Full ventilation side doors

Details
••
••
••
••

Warranty: 12 months
Fabric: HydroDore SL
Windows: Superclear Transparent Foil
HH: 3000 mm

Optional Extras
••
••
••
••
••

Roof Storm pole kit
Breathable flooring
Universal steel rear pole kit
Front storm leg pole
High volume, easy glide,
bravo pump
•• Universal canopy pole kit

••
••
••
••

Quest awning and tent light
Quest serial LED light
Quest LED lighting strip
Windshield Pro

Width: 350 cm.
Depth: 250 cm.
Packed size: 103 x 28 x 26 cm.
Awning only weight: 5.6 kg.

210cm

Awning Rail Height: 235 - 250 cm.

235 - 250cm

Dorado 350

250cm

350cm

Total weight: 9.7 kg.

Travel Smart Dorado 350 :
Shown with optional universal canopy pole kit (sold separately)

Features

the air flowing, but keeps the weather out, helping against
condensation at all times.

The two large scenic windows give you the perfect
outlook and allows an amazing amount of light inside,
whilst the eyebrow canopies add style and cover to the
permanent built in ventilation. This ventilation helps keeps

The use of the excellent HydroDore SP fabric means
you get the perfect balance between strength and weight
making it easy to use and very durable.

The oversized front canopy is large enough to have a
table and chairs under allowing you to really get outside,
yet retain the cover from the elements and can be rolled
away if you don’t want to use it.

Details
••
••
••
••

Warranty: 12 months
Fabric: HydroDore SP
Windows: Superclear Transparent Foil
HH: 4000 mm

Optional Extras
Single inflation kit
Inner tent
Comfort carpet
Footprint
Drive away kit

Width: 320 cm.
Height: 210 cm.
Depth: 435 cm.
Packed size:
100 x 39 x 34 cm
Awning only weight:
TBC kg
Total weight: 22.7 kg.

•• High volume, easy glide,
bravo pump
•• Quest serial LED light
•• Quest LED lighting strip
•• Windshield Pro

210cm

••
••
••
••
••

Low: 180 - 245cm
High: 245 - 280cm

The perfect luxury motorhome awning which can also be
used on a caravan. It is availble in two sizes and features
the amazing Advanced Air System which gives you the
option of switching from multi-inflation to single inflation
with the optional single inflation kit. It comes complete
with a storm roof pole to give added stability in adverse
weather conditions.

115cm

260cm

Aquila low

Van connection height:
180 - 245 cm.
Inner Tent
Ready

Aquila high

Van connection height:
245 - 280 cm.

90cm

205cm

320cm

Luxury and style for your motorhome

Available in two sizes
Advanced Air System
Single or independent inflation
HydroDore SP Fabric
Anti-Weather system added protection
Oversized front canopy that can be rolled away
Reflective storm straps with strap tidy pockets
Large full view scenic windows with internal blinds
Built in ventilation and full ventilation tunnel door
Includes storm roof pole
Additional groundsheet for the tunnel
Double beading and 3-way Tunnel attachment
Half or whole fold rear panel

145cm

Aquila

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

The awning features the excellent Advanced Air System,
which gives you the option of turning your multi-inflation
awning into a single inflation awning whenever you wish.
It comes with a storm roof pole for added stability in
adverse weather.

The excellent fully tubbed groundsheet helps keep the
weather out, but with the peg down doorways does not
cause trip hazards like its rivals. The small front canopy
not only adds style but helps keep the rain and water
out when the front door is opened. The side eyebrow
canopies again add style, but also allows permanent built
in ventilation which helps keep condensation down and
keeps the air flowing inside.
It is also inner tent ready and can take a two berth inner
tent inside to give you additional sleeping space if required.

Details
••
••
••
••

Warranty: 12 months
Fabric: HydroDore SL PRO
Windows: Superclear Transparent Foil
HH: 4000 mm

Optional Extras

•• Inner tent
•• Single inflation kit
•• High volume, easy glide,
bravo pump
•• Comfort carpet

Width: 300cm.
Height: 200cm.
Depth: 280 - 310 cm.
Packed size: 115 x 30 x 30 cm.
Awning only weight: 11.95 kg.
Total weight: 17.5 kg.

Aquarius Pro low
Van connection height:
180 - 210 cm.

Aquarius Pro mid
Inner Tent
Ready

Van connection height:
210 - 245 cm.

••
••
••
••

Drive away kit
Quest serial LED light
Quest LED lighting strip
Windshield Pro

Low: 180 - 210cm
Mid: 210 - 245cm

The Aquarius Pro has been designed and built for use
on a camper van. It does come in two sizes (low and
mid) allowing it to be used on other vehicles as well. It
features the excellent HydraDore SL PRO fabric which
gives you the best balance between light weight, for
ease of use and durability for strength and longevity.

Available in two sizesLow and Mid)
Advanced Air System
Single or Multi-inflation
HydroDore SL PRO Fabric
Anti-Weather system added protection
Large panoramic side windows
Front canopy over awning front
Clear view windows with internal blinds
Built In ventilation and full ventilation tunnel door
Additional groundsheet for the tunnel
Complete with storm pole
Double beading on 3-way tunnel attachment
Half or whole fold rear panel

210cm

100cm

300cm

Designed and built for a camper

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

200cm

Aquarius Pro

Features

Features

Hydra

Lightweight and performance
The Hydra comes in two sizes (high and low) and is an
excellent mid sized motorhome awning that is amazingly
easy to use, it can also be used on a caravan.

carry, store, use and erect. It is also quick to dry and U.V.
coated to help prevent damage from the sun and prolong
the life of the awning.

It uses the excellent Air Erect System. The simple and
easy to use system also helps ensure reliability as there
is nothing to go wrong and makes it extremely easy to
inflate making the awning easy to erect and can even be
done by one person.

The addition of the door in the tunnel allows you to enter
and exit the awning without walking though the main
awning, perfect when you have muddy boots and coats.

The use of the superb HydroDore SL fabric means that
this is extremely lightweight, making it even easier to

The fully tubbed groundsheet is great at keeping the
weather out, but with the added peg down doorways you
can also remove those annoying trip hazards when the
doors are in use.

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Available in two sizes
Air Erect System
Independent inflation points
HydroDore SL fabric
Anti-Weather system added protection
Built in ventilation and full ventilation tunnel door
Roll up and sun canopy front panel with full window
3 Way side windows
Clear view windows with internal blinds
Double beading and 3-way tunnel attachment
Half or whole fold rear panel
Full ‘tub’ groundsheet with peg down doorways
Additional groundsheet for the tunnel

Details
••
••
••
••

Warranty: 12 months
Fabric: HydroDore SL
Windows: Superclear Transparent Foil
HH: 3000 mm

Optional Extras

•• Storm roof pole
•• Inner tent
•• High volume, easy glide,
bravo pump
•• Comfort carpet

••
••
••
••

Drive away kit
Quest serial LED light
Quest LED lighting strip
Windshield Pro

Depth: 340 - 370 cm.
Packed size: 103 x 32 x 32 cm.

210cm

Height: 210 cm.

Low: 180 - 245cm
High: 245 - 280cm

Width: 300 cm.

Awning only weight: 10.45 kg.
Total weight: 15.5 kg.

240cm

130cm

•• Van connection height:
180 - 245 cm.
Inner Tent
Ready

Hydra high
•• Van connection height:
240 - 280 cm.

300cm

Hydra low

Hercules Pro

Loads of space, great features
The Hercules Pro. This is a large family tent that comes
in two sizes (Hercules 8 & Hercules 10) the sleep capacity
can be increased by using the included ‘easy sleep’ 2
berth inner tent.
It has a huge dark ‘Easy sleep’ inner tent with 2 removable
panels allowing you to change it from 1 - 4 sections giving
you complete freedom in your sleeping arrangements.
The inner tent is breathable, but still boasts permanent
built in ventilation and the tent has the extended
Quest Fresh Air Vent system to allow maximum air flow,
minimum condensation and helps keep the tent cooler on
hot days.

It features an additional electrical inlet making it easier to
get the perfect placement of your power along with great
views from all around thanks to the clear view windows.
The front is completely covered as standard giving you
a fully covered area to the front of the tent. There are
large full ventilation doors to the front and side give you
easy and plenty of access along with additional air flow
if required.
The tent features the Quest Tec 150 PRO fabric giving it
excellent water proofing (5000mm), great durability, great
U.V. resistance but still keeps the weight down.

Features
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Quest Quick Air System
Independent inflation points
Quest Tec 150 PRO fabric
Quest fresh air vents
Extra high roof
Fully covered front porch
Oversized, full ventilation
front and side doors door
Crystal clear windows
Fully tubbed groundsheet
Three or four doors on main
inner tent
‘Easy sleep’ dark inner tent

Details

•• Warranty: 12 months
•• Berth: 8 or 10
•• Fabric: Quest Tec 150 Pro

Optional Extras

•• Removable partition walls
in the main inner tent to
allow for between 1 and 4
sections.
•• Additional 2 berth ‘Easy
sleep’ inner tent
•• Organiser pockets on front
of inner tent
•• Extra storage pockets on
sides and the rear of the
main inner tent
•• Internal zipped blinds
•• Multiple electrical inlets

•• Groundsheet: PE Polyester
•• Windows: Crystal clear
transparent foil
•• HH: 5000 mm

•• Footprint
•• Comfort carpet
•• High volume, easy glide,
bravo pump

•• Quest serial LED light
•• Quest LED lighting strip
•• Windshield Pro

Hercules 8 Pro

Hercules 10 Pro

Packed size: 110 x 55 x 75 cm.
Total weight: 46 kg.
Tent only weight : 42.5 kg

165cm

220cm

Packed size: 110 x 55 x 60 cm.
Total weight: 44 kg.
Tent only weight : 40.5 kg.

260cm

Quest Tec 150PRO
Performance and lightweight

Quest Fresh Air Vents

System to let your tent breath

Inner Tent
Included

H10: 500cm

H8: 400cm

180cm
140cm H10:
H8: 160cm 140cm

Fire
Retardant

H10: 720cm

H8: 700cm

Features

Taurus 5

••
••
••
••

One person, one minute

These features make this an extremely easy tent to erect,
take down, pack away and carry, all of which make it
easier to enjoy and allow you more time to relax and enjoy
your break.

Details

•• Warranty: 12 months
•• Berth: 5
•• Fabric: HydroDore SL

•• Windows: Superclear
Transparent Foil
•• HH: 3000 mm

Optional Extras

•• Footprint
•• Comfort carpet
•• High volume, easy glide,
bravo pump
•• Quest serial LED light

•• Quest LED lighting strip
•• Windshield Pro

Taurus 5

Width: 320 cm.
Height: 180 - 200 cm.
Depth: 580 cm.

Packed size: 73 x 35 x 30cm.
Total weight: 13.5 kg.

150cm

180cm
200cm

100cm 130cm
140cm

The tent uses the excellent Air Erect System, which
means that the tent is extremely easy to inflate, with

The use of the HydroDore SL fabric means that this tent
is not only lightweight, but it packs away smaller and is
fast drying making it easier to use, manage and maintain.

••

180cm

The inner tent is breathable making it more pleasant
inside. It has permanent ventilation built in and features
a zipped partition wall allowing you to have a single large
inner tent or two separate inner tents, each with their
own door.

each tube only taking around 12 pumps to inflate. It also
ensures the system is reliable and easy to maintain even
allowing you onsite repairs if required.

•• 3 Way side window (half
window, half mesh, full
external blind)
•• Clear view windows
•• Fully tubbed groundsheet
•• Split inner tent with zip out
centre panel
•• Organiser pockets on front
and inside of inner tent
•• Internal blinds
•• Electrical inlet

200cm

The Taurus is an excellent family air tent. It easily sleeps
5 in the included inner tent. It has built in ventilation and
full ventilation doors to the front and side allowing the
maximum of airflow on those hot days.

••
••
••

Air Erect System
Independent inflation points
HydroDore SL fabric
Lightweight and small
pack size
Quick and easy to erect
Side door canopy
Extra large front canopy
gives extra shelter
Full ventilation front and
side doors

Inner Tent
Included

430cm

Orion 4

Extra features with added value

The tent can be erected by a single person in minutes and
being so lightweight is extremely easy to carry.

Details

•• Warranty: 12 months
•• Berth: 4
•• Fabric: HydroDore SL

•• Full ventilation front and
side doors
•• 3 Way side window (half
window, half mesh, full
external blind)
•• Clear view windows
•• Fully tubbed groundsheet
•• Organiser pockets on front
and inside of inner tent
•• Internal blinds
•• Electrical inlet

•• Windows: Superclear
Transparent Foil
•• HH: 3000 mm

Optional Extras

•• Footprint
•• Comfort carpet
•• High volume, easy glide,
bravo pump
•• Universal canopy pole kit

•• Quest serial LED light
•• Quest LED lighting strip
•• Windshield Pro

Orion 4

Width: 265cm.
Height: 165 - 180 cm.
Depth: 450 cm.

Packed size: 73 x 34 x 23 cm.
Total weight: 13.5 kg.

165cm

The use of the HydroDore SL fabric keeps the weight
down whilst delivering a great performance, helping keep
it easy to use, store and pack away.

You have a front and side door canopy to help keep the
rain out when the doors are open and fully screened front
and side doors to help keep those bugs out when the
weather is nice.

Air Erect System
Independent inflation points
HydroDore SL fabric
Lightweight and small pack
size
•• Quick and easy to erect
•• Can be erected by one
person
•• Front and side door
canopies

95cm

145cm

210cm

265cm

The use of the 3 layered system means that this tent is
durable, stable and easy to erect with each individual tube
only taking around 10 pumps to inflate.

The tent can be erected by a single person in minutes and
being so lightweight is extremely easy to carry and store
when not in use. It includes a large breathable inner tent in
the rear with built in ventilation to keep it cool and useful
storage pockets to the front.

••
••
••
••

180cm

The Orion is a great starter tent, with added features and
benefits. It features the excellent Air Erect System which
ensures that the tent is extremely easy to use, erect and
live with.

Features

Inner Tent
Included

450cm

Features

Lyra 4

••
••
••
••

Value for money, air ease of use

You have a large roll up front canopy which can be used as
a sun canopy with the optional canopy pole kit. The side
door can be rolled back as well giving you plenty of access
when required.
The fully tubbed groundsheet which keeps the weather
out, but it has peg down doorways to the front and back
allowing you to peg them flat removing the trip hazard and
giving you easy access for wheelchairs, walkers and more.

Details

•• Warranty: 12 months
•• Berth: 4
•• Fabric: HydroDore SL

•• Windows: Superclear
Transparent Foil
•• HH: 3000 mm

Optional Extras

•• Footprint
•• Comfort carpet
•• High volume, easy glide,
bravo pump
•• Universal canopy pole kit

•• Quest serial LED light
•• Quest LED lighting strip
•• Windshield Pro

Lyra 4

Width: 265cm.
Height: 165 - 180 cm.
Depth: 450 cm.

Packed size: 73 x 33 x 22 cm.
Total weight: 11.5 kg.

165cm
95cm

145cm

210cm

265cm

The use of the HydroDore SL fabric keeps the weight
down whilst delivering a great performance, helping keep it
easy to use, store and pack away. The tent can be erected
by a single person in minutes and being so lightweight is
extremely easy to carry and store when not in use.

It includes a large breathable inner tent in the rear with built
in ventilation to keep it cool and useful storage pockets to
the front.

•• Fully tubbed groundsheet
with peg down groundsheet
entrances
•• Organiser pockets on front
and inside of inner tent
•• Roll up side door
•• Internal blinds
•• Electrical inlet
•• Lightweight and small
pack size

180cm

The Lyra is the perfect starter tent. It features the excellent
Air Erect System which ensures that the tent is extremely
easy to use. The use of the 3 layered system means that
this tent is durable, stable and easy to erect with each
individual tube only taking around 10 pumps to inflate.

Air Erect System
Independent inflation points
HydroDore SL fabric
Quick and easy to erect, can
be erected by one person
•• Front panel can be rolled up
or used as a sun canopy
•• 3 Way side window (half
window, half mesh, full
external blind)
•• Clear view windows

Inner Tent
Included

450cm

Available in two sizes this is simply the quickest, easiest
and best gazebo on the market. This is the screen house
6. It has 6 sides and is built and designed so one person
can erect (or take it down) in less than one minute.

side giving you great ground anchorage. It also comes
with storm straps to connect to every side ensuring it
stays up in adverse weather and makes it sturdier than
any gazebo you are used to.

There is nothing to build, put together, tension or inflate
you simply take it out of the bag, unfold it and pull/push
the sides and roof and it springs into position - fully set up
ready to peg.

The mesh panels are built in, these help keep you warmer
by stopping the wind chill, but allow the air to flow ensuring
you can cook inside if you wish. The roof is waterproof so
it keeps the water off and the U.V. coated Quest Tec 210
material gives you a U.V. rating of 50+ keeping you safe
from the suns rays and keeping it cooler in the sun.

It is also sturdier than other gazebos. It comes with
pegging points on every corner and in the middle of each

Details

•• Warranty: 12 months
•• Fabric: Quest Tec 210
•• Sides: Quest Mesh : High
grade max strength mesh

Optional Extras

Sidewall Blinds (pair)
Breathable flooring
Universal canopy pole kit
Quest serial LED light

Screen House 6
Standard

Size: 300 x 360
Height: 180 - 220 cm
Packed: 185 x 18 x 18 cm
Total weight: 12.5 kg
Screen house
only weight: 10.5 kg

Screen House 6
XL

Quest
Tec 210
Performance and lightweight

Quest PMesh

premium mesh

Great views, no wind chill

Size: 360 x 400
Height: 200 - 245 cm
Packed: 203 x 19 x 19 cm
Total weight: 14 kg
Screen house
only weight: 12 kg

220cm (standard)
245cm (XL)

••
••
••
••

•• Fully zipped and meshed
double front door
•• Extra pegging points on
all sides
•• Large pegs for all
pegging points
•• Waterproof roof
•• Extremely easy to put
into bag
•• Side panels can be used in
conjunction with canopy
pole kit to create shaded
areas outside of the
screen house

•• Frame: solid fiberglass
•• HH: 2000 mm (roof)
•• U.V. Rating: 50+

•• Quest LED lighting strip
•• Windshield pro

360cm (standard)
400cm (XL)

180cm (standard)
200cm (XL)

One person, one minute

•• Available in two sizes
•• Easiest to use shelter on
the market
•• Stronger and more stable
than its rivals
•• Nothing to assemble,
tension or inflate
•• Full Quest PMesh sides,
high grade max
strength mesh
•• Warmer in the wind,
Cooler in the sun
•• U.V. coated
•• Storm straps for every side

300cm (standard)
360cm (XL)

Screen House 6

Features

Features

Screen House 4 + 4
Amazing space in seconds

This is the amazing Screen House 4 +4. It is two screen
house 4’s built together in one amazing unit. Just as
easy to put up but double the space allowing another
level of use.

side giving you great ground anchorage. It also comes with
storm straps to connect to every side ensuring it stays up
in adverse weather and makes it sturdier than any gazebo
you are used to.

There is nothing to build, put together, tension or inflate
you simply take it out of the bag, unfold it and pull/push
the sides and roof and it springs into position - fully set up
ready to peg.

The mesh panels are built in, these help keep you warmer
by stopping the wind chill, but allow the air to flow ensuring
you can cook inside if you wish. The roof is waterproof so
it keeps the water off and the U.V. coated Quest Tec 210
material gives you a U.V. rating of 50+ keeping you safe
from the suns rays and keeping it cooler in the sun.

It is also sturdier than other gazebos. It comes with
pegging points on every corner and in the middle of each

•• Easiest to use shelter on the
market
•• Stronger and more stable
than its rivals
•• Nothing to assemble,
tension or inflate
•• Full Quest PMesh sides,
high grade max strength
mesh
•• Warmer in the wind, Cooler
in the sun
•• U.V. coated
•• Fully zipped and meshed
double front door

Details

•• Warranty: 12 months
•• Fabric: Quest Tec 210
•• Sides: Quest Mesh : High
grade max strength mesh

Optional Extras
••
••
••
••

Sidewall Blinds (pair)
Breathable flooring
Universal canopy pole kit
Quest serial LED light

Screen House 4 + 4

•• Frame: solid fiberglass
•• HH: 2000 mm (roof)
•• U.V. Rating: 50+

•• Quest LED lighting strip
•• Windshield pro

Total weight: 17.5 kg
Screen house only weight:
14.5 kg

180cm

220cm

Size: 240 x 480
Height: 180 - 220 cm
Packed: 155 x 19 x 19 cm

•• Storm straps for every side
•• Extra pegging points on all
sides
•• Large pegs for all pegging
points
•• Waterproof roof
•• Extremely easy to put into
bag
•• Side panels can be used in
conjunction with canopy
pole kit to create shaded
areas outside of the screen
house

Quest
Tec 210
Performance and lightweight

Quest PMesh

premium mesh

Great views, no wind chill

240cm

480cm

Features

Screen House 4
One person, one minute
This is simply the quickest, easiest and best gazebo on
the market. This is the screen house 4. It has 4 sides and
is built and designed so one person can erect (or take it
down) in less than one minute.
There is nothing to build, put together, tension or inflate
you simply take it out of the bag, unfold it and pull/push
the sides and roof and it springs into position - fully set up
ready to peg.

It is also sturdier than other gazebos. It comes with
pegging points on every corner and in the middle of each
side giving you great ground anchorage. It also comes
with storm straps to connect to every side ensuring it
stays up in adverse weather and makes it sturdier than
any gazebo you are used to.
The mesh panels are built in, these help keep you warmer
by stopping the wind chill, but allow the air to flow ensuring
you can cook inside if you wish. The roof is waterproof so
it keeps the water off and the U.V. coated Quest Tec 210
material gives you a U.V. rating of 50+ keeping you safe
from the suns rays and keeping it cooler in the sun.

•• Easiest to use shelter on
the market
•• Stronger and more stable
than its rivals
•• Nothing to assemble,
tension or inflate
•• Full Quest PMesh sides,
high grade max
strength mesh
•• Warmer in the wind,
Cooler in the sun
•• U.V. coated
•• Fully zipped and meshed
double front door

Details

•• Warranty: 12 months
•• Fabric: Quest Tec 210
•• Sides: Quest Mesh : High
grade max strength mesh

Optional Extras
••
••
••
••

Sidewall Blinds (pair)
Door panel blind
Triple side wall
Breathable flooring

•• Storm straps for every side
•• Extra pegging points on
all sides
•• Large pegs for all
pegging points
•• Waterproof roof
•• Extremely easy to put
into bag
•• Side panels can be used in
conjunction with canopy
pole kit to create shaded
areas outside of the
screen house

•• Frame: solid fiberglass
•• HH: 2000 mm (roof)
•• U.V. Rating: 50+

••
••
••
••

Universal canopy pole kit
Quest serial LED light
Quest LED lighting strip
Windshield pro

180cm

Height: 180 - 220 cm.
Depth: 480 cm.
Packed size:
155 x 18 x 18 cm.
Total weight: 17.5 kg.
Screen House only
weight: 14.5 kg

Quest
Tec 210
Performance and lightweight
Screen House 4 :
Shown with optional triple side wall

Quest PMesh

premium mesh

Great views, no wind chill

240cm

240cm

Width: 240 cm.

220cm

Screen House 4

Features

The standard version is 150 x 150 cm whilst the large is an
impressive 250 x 250 cm. Both sizes are erected the same
way, either can be done in a matter of seconds. These
really are the quickest and easiest utility tents available.

It can be erected by one person in a matter of seconds, is
lightweight, easy to carry and store. There is nothing to put
together, nothing to assemble, you just take it out of the
bag, put it onto the floor and open it up. The frame locks in
position so you don’t even have to tension it, everything is
done for you, as easy as 1-2-3.
The removable floor allows it to be used as a toilet tent
and the addition of the utility shelf allows it to be used as
a shower tent.

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Details

•• Fabric: 190T U.V. Coated Polyester
•• Frame: Zero tension coated steel
•• U.V. Rating: 50+

Optional Extras

•• Quest serial LED light
•• Quest LED lighting strip
•• Windshield pro

Standard Utility
(155)

Size: 155 x 155 cm.
Height: 205 - 220 cm.
Packed: 17 x 17 x 105 cm.
Total weight: 5.5 kg.

Large Utility
(250)

Size: 250 x 250 cm.
Height: 210 - 225 cm.
Packed: 17 x 17 x 116 cm.
Total weight: 6.5 kg.

205cm (standard)
210cm (large)

Available in two sizes, the standard version or the large
version. It can be used as a simple storage tent, or an easy
to use shower tent, your own private toilet tent, a great
fishing shelter or even the perfect small utility tent.

155cm (standard)
250cm (large)
155cm (standard)
250cm (large)

Storage, shower or toilet made easy

Available in two sizes
Designed to be erected by one person
Only takes seconds to erect
Also only takes seconds to take down
Prefect for a shower tent, toilet tent, utility room, storage tent
and more
Extremely lightweight
The zero tension frame system means that you do not have to
tension the canvas the frame tensions it for you automatically
once locked in position.
Easy lock poles
U.V. coated fabric
Floor can be hung up out of the way when not required
Includes shower shelf for use with solar shower (not supplied)
Fully zipped front door
Entire utility tent fits easily inside one small bag
Complete with pegs and guy lines

220cm (standard)
225cm (large)

Utility

••
••
••
••
••

The ultimate windbreak
The Windshield Pro is the very best windbreak available.
It is lighter than its rivals, more extendable than its rivals
and more secure and stable than it rivals.
It has a patented frame system that has been designed
with one job, to deliver the very best windbreak possible.
The Windshield Pro can be slid into your caravan (or
motorhome) awning channel (if available) allowing you to
come directly off the vehicle.
The frame system locks itself in place making it easier
to erect and more sturdy when in use. The unique frame

system means no guy lines are required and the entire
frame system can be placed on one side of the windshield
ensuring you have absolutely no trip hazards and you get
to use 100% of the space available.
It can be extended with a door, an additional panel and
now a weather shade giving you an amazing amount of
options. The windbreak is designed to go right down to the
ground and with its additional pegging points held down
making a secure and safe place on the inside, perfect for
pets and children.

••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Protection from the sun and wind
Extendable to any size
Can be pegged in various different shapes
Lightest in its class
Unique pole system means no guy lines
Easier to use than guy line versions
Extremely sturdy and stable
Viewing windows in every panel
Use 100% of your space
No trip hazards
Fabric comes right down to the ground
Pegging points at the corner of every panel and additional
ones in the centre of each panel
Floor plates for added stability
Can be connected directly to a caravan
Can connect to another Windshield
Additional panels available
Additional door panel available
Additional weather canopy available
Comes in its own premium carry case
Ground spikes in every vertical pole

Details

Optional Extras

Windshield Pro

Door Panel

•• Warranty: 12 months
•• Fabric: HydroDore SP
•• Frame: Frosted coated
aluminium
•• Windows: Super clear
transparent foil

••
••
••
••

Length: 480 cm (3 panels)
Height: 140 cm
Packed: 110 x 25 x 15 cm
Total weight: 5.9 kg

Additional Panel

Additional extension panel
Door panel
Sun / Barbecue cover
Quest LED lighting strip

Length: 80 cm
Height: 140 cm
Packed: 110 x 8 x 8 cm

Weather Canopy
Width: 160 cm
Height: Adjustable
Packed: 80 x 10 x 10 cm
Total weight: 1.5 kg

Length: 160 cm
Height: 140 cm
Packed: 110 x 15 x 10 cm
480cm

140cm

Windshield Pro

Features

160cm

160cm

160cm

Additional
Panel

Door
Panel

160cm

80cm

Optional Extras: Awning extras matrix

Aires 260
Aires 350
Omega 400
Gemini 390 PRO
Dorado 400 PRO
Dorado 350
Lynx 200
Lynx 240
Aquila 320 (all models)
Hydrus 420 PRO (all models)
Aquarius 300 PRO (all models)
Hydra 300 (all models)
Hercules 10 PRO
Hercules 8 PRO
Hercules 4 PRO
Lyra 4
Orion 4
Taurus 5
Screen House (all models)
Optional extra available
Included with awning
Includes 1 pole, additional ones can be added
Not available or applicable

Windshield PRO

Canopy pole kit

Driveaway kit

Storm straps
(double)

Storm straps
(single)

Roof liner

Additional inner tent

Inner tent

Annex Inner tent

Air Annex

Pole d Annex

Footprint and
canopy groundsheet

Footprint

LED strip / ext

Serial LED light

High volume pump

Rear poles

Single inflation kit

Veranda Pole

Storm leg pole

Storm roof pole

Comfort Carpet

Awning / tent / gazebo

Breathable matting

Our awnings have a number of optional extra for them, from annexes to poles, to lights. The table below lists all of the awnings and the options available to them.

Accessories: Furniture
Furniture is the perfect accompaniment to your awning, tent or gazebo. We have a huge range of matching and complimenting furniture and have shown a sample of these below.
For a full list please visit www.questleisure.com

All weather 2D mesh comfort

2D mesh comfort & breathability

Padded comfort & durability

The Ultimate chairs & furniture

Quest Elite® Naples Pro

Quest Elite® Ragley Pro

Quest Elite® Performance

Westfield Outdoors®

Quest Elite® Naples Pro range combines all
weather aluminium frames with all weather
fabric to create an amazing comfortable
and durable range. The excellent new Q-tex
2D mesh fabric is weatherproof, amazingly
soft, comfortable and breathable. Every
chair and lounger in the range features an
exclusive slide out side table.

Quest Elite® Ragley Pro range combines
classic colours with a modern design to
create an outsanding range. The excellent
new Q-tex 2D mesh fabric is weatherproof,
amazingly soft, comfortable and breathable.
Every chair and lounger in the range features
an exclusive slide out side table.

Quest Elite® Performance range premium
padded range of furniture that with an
exciting modern style and folds flat for easy
storage. Featuring the excellent padded
Q-tex weave fabric it gives great comfort
thanks to the padding and has amazing
durabilty and easy to clean nature thanks to
its PVC polyester combination fabric. Every
chair and lounger in the range features an
exclusive slide out side table.

The Westfield Outdoors® range of furniture
are simply the very best available. Featuring
exclusive materials and frames there are no
equals. Backed by a European wide 5 year
warranty, the best chairs come with the
best support.

•• Relax : Full anti-gravity relaxer.
•• Comfort : Elasticated comfort.
•• Recline : Adjustable style and value.
•• Lounge : High sun lounger or camp bed.
•• Rest : Add a leg rest to your chair.

•• Relax : Full anti-gravity relaxer.
•• Comfort : Elasticated comfort.
•• Recline : Adjustable style and value.

•• Relax : Full anti-gravity relaxer.

•• Lounge : High sun lounger or camp bed.

•• Comfort : Elasticated comfort.

•• Rest : Add a leg rest to your chair.

•• Recline : Adjustable style and value.
•• Rest : Add a leg rest to your chair.
•• Camping furniture : Also available a
set of matching camping furniture.

•• Avantgade : The designer line.
•• Performance : Built for comfort
and durability.

•• BeSmart : Advanced and exclusive

features, unique and packed with details.

Accessories: Furniture
Furniture is the perfect accompaniment to your awning, tent or gazebo. We have a huge range of matching and complimenting furniture and have shown a sample of these below.
For a full list please visit www.questleisure.com

Performance and portability in one

Performance tables with added style

Ultra comfort with padded 2D mesh

Super lightweight and great value

Quest Elite® Deluxe Range

Quest Elite® Duratech

Quest Elite® Bordeaux Pro

Quest® Superlite Table Range

Quest Elite® Deluxe range. A premium range
of folding furniture. All fold away into a small
size with their own carry bag*. Durable and
premium built frames elevate this range from
its rivals. The excellent Q-tex weave fabric is
both comfortable and durable helping make
this furniture last longer than its rivals.

Quest Elite® Duratech table range. A premium
table range that feature an exclusive UFC (ultra
fine coated) aluminium frame that is not only
all weather but looks amazing.

Quest Elite® Bordeaus Pro range combines all
weather aluminium frames with the ultracomfort of padded Q-tex 2D mesh fabric.
This fabric is amazingly soft, comfortable and
breathable. The porous nature of the material
also means that it is quick dry. This really is the
ultimate level of comfort and both chairs in the
range features an exclusive slide out side table.

A special edition of the amazing Quest
superlite table range. Built with lightweight
and value in this new special edition looks
amazing and features small pack down sizes,
sleeker table profiles, improved table tops and
stability from locking legs and additional leg
stabalizers.

•• Dorset : Wide seat, adjustable arms

with a built in cup holder and pocket.

•• Suffolk : Wide seat and Q-tex weave
material give you great comfort.

•• Kent : Padded for that extra comfort,
and added warmth later on at night.

•• Surrey : A classic directors chair with a
modern look.

•• Devon : A foot rest and stool in one.

Topped off with an exclusive Duratech,
melamine coated tabletop which gives the
table great looks, added durability and better
weather resistance.
All the tables also feature multiple heights,
independent leveling feet and all stow
away into their own case for storage with
carry handles.

•• Evesham : The smallest of the tables,

can be used at two heights and fold away.

•• Cleeve : The table folds in half for an

even smaller pack size & can be used at 4
different heights.

•• Brean : The largest of the tables, still
folds in half to form a small pack size.

* With the excepton of the surrey directors chair

•• Relax : Full anti-gravity relaxer.

•• Stow : Large all aluminium frame that folds
in the middle to form its own carry case.

•• Easy : Ultra-comfort from the padded

•• Shipston and Burford : Extremely

•• Rest : Extended your easy chair into a

•• Witney : Low level table that folds in half to

Q-tex 2D mesh, extra width on the seat.
lounger with this comfortable leg rest.

lightweight quick folding legs.

make an amazingly small pack size.

Accessories: Annexes & Inner Tents
Annexes and inner tents are the perfect addition to an awning to help increase space
and sleeping areas. By adding an annex onto an awning you are immediately giving
yourself extra space which can be used for anything from storage, to sleeping to
somewhere to keep the pets. Inner tents add that essential second skin when sleeping
in an awning or tent. They give you extra protection from the elements, ensure you do
not get wet from condensation and give you a defined area to sleep.

Performance poled annex
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Fits Omega and Aires awnings
Rear entrance
Fits either side of awning (or have 2 on a single awning)
HydroDore XT Pro fabric
Single aluminium pole
Size: 230 x 210 cm*
Optional storm roof pole

Columba 220 Performance air annex
••
••
••
••
••
••
••

Fits Omega and Aires awnings
Rear entrance
Fits either side of awning (or have 2 on a single awning)
HydroDore XT Pro fabric
Single AES air beam pole
Size: 220 x 210 cm*
Optional storm roof pole

Performance annex inner tent

•• 3 Berth inner tent : Fits Columba 220 air and standard
(pole) performance annexes
•• Breathable, built in ventilation, sewn in groundsheet
•• 1 Zipped doors and internal storage pockets
•• Size: 200 x 160cm*

By selecting an original annex or inner tent you not only ensure you get the same high
level of manufacture you get in your awning or tent, but you also get the added benefit
of knowing that they will fit and work where you want.

Air porch universal inner tent
••
••
••
••
••

Fits Gemini 390, Gemini 390 PRO and Carina 350 and 420
Breathable and in built ventilation
2 Zipped doors and internal storage pockets
Fits in seconds and sewn in groundsheet
Size: 130 x 210 cm*

2 Berth universal inner tent

•• Breathable and built in ventilation
•• Can be fitted into the Easy Air 510, Gemini 390, Gemini
390 PRO, Carina 350 and 420.
•• This inner tent requires additional fixing bands, elastics or
guys depending upon which awning it is used in.
•• Zipped door, fits in seconds and sewn in groundsheet
•• Size: 205 x 135 cm*

3 Berth universal inner tent

•• Breathable and inbuilt ventilation
•• Can be fitted into the Easy Air 510, Gemini 390, Gemini
390 PRO, Carina 350 and 420.
•• This inner tent requires additional fixing bands, elastics or
guys depending upon which awning it is used in.
•• Zipped door, fits in seconds and sewn in groundsheet
•• Size: 200 x 180 cm*

Aquarius inner tent
••
••
••
••

Breathable and inbuilt ventilation
Can be fitted into the Aquarius 300 Pro
Zipped door, fits in seconds and sewn in groundsheet
Size: 210 x 145 cm*

Hydrus inner tent
••
••
••
••

Breathable and inbuilt ventilation
Can be fitted into the Hydrus 420 Pro
Zipped door, fits in seconds and sewn in groundsheet
Size: 210 x 190 cm*

Aquila inner tent
••
••
••
••
••

Fits Aquila 320
Breathable and built in ventilation
Zipped door and internal storage pockets
Fits in seconds and sewn in groundsheet
Size: 210 x 130 cm*

Hydra inner tent
••
••
••
••
••

Fits Hydra 300
Breathable and built in ventilation
Zipped door and internal storage pockets
Fits in seconds and sewn in groundsheet
Size: 210 x 130 cm*

Accessories: Flooring, poles, straps and more...
By adding flooring to your awning, tent or screen house you are giving yourself extra
comfort, performance and protection against the weather. In awnings the flooring has
to be breathable, but still gives you extra comfort and insulation from the ground. The
flooring inside tents does not need to be breathable so it is just about comfort. In
addition to annexes, inner tents and flooring we have a number of additional accessories
aimed to help you make your awning, tent or screen house more resilient to the weather,

such as extra storm poles or strap to give better ground anchorage or make the awning
stronger. Better protection from the wind, such as rear poles for awnings which hold the
rear pads in place, helping to stop the wind blowing in from the side. Or even just making
it easier to use your awning or tent, such as single inflation kits to allow you to inflate your
awning from one point, or a high volume pump to make it even easier to inflate and not
forgetting lights to help light up your awning, tent or gazebo.

Just released for 2018

Rear poles

Storm poles & Straps

•• The new Quest Media Arm. Give
your chair the ability to hold your
smartphone, tablet or e-reader

•• Used to push the rear pads against
the side of the van helping to seal
it against the van to stop draughts
coming in from the side.
•• Gives you better protection
against drafts
•• Very simple and quick to use
•• Puts pressure down the entire length
of the pad

•• Storm poles and straps are an
easy and quick way of adding extra
strength and stability to your awning.
They can remove some of the
movement, bend and flex that you
get in an air awning.
•• Very quick and easy to use
•• Adds stability and strength

Performance
Breathable flooring
•• Perfect for your awning or screen
house. Multiple sizes for any of
the models. Generic size can be used
for any awning or Gazebo.
•• Breathable, durable and hard wearing
•• Extra comfort and isolation from
the ground
•• Sewn edges for extra strength
and durability

Comfort carpet
•• Perfect for your tent. Gives you
extra comfort on top of the built in
groundsheet. Sized to fit the tent
living area.
•• Soft and comfortable underfoot
•• Can be left in position in tent, even
when packing away.
•• Can be removed to be
cleaned separately

Single inflation kits
•• These turn your multi-inflation
awning into a single inflation awning.
•• Adds strength and stability
•• Allows you to inflate your awning
from one single inlet

Universal canopy pole kit
•• Consists of 2 poles, 2 guy lines and
2 pegs.
•• Allows you to convert a roll up door
or panel to a sun or
weather canopy.
•• Quick and easy to use
•• Allows you to create a canopy where
you didn't have one before

Drive away kit
•• Is used in conjunction with a drive
away awning and a roll out canopy.
•• Allows you to disconnect your awning
from your van without having to
unpeg it.
•• Can be cut to size
•• Makes it easier to connect and
disconnect from your van
•• Versions for both 4mm and
6mm channels

High volume pump
•• Very simply an exceptionally easy
pump to use.
•• Quick to inflate your air awning
or tent.
•• Built in pressure gauge
•• Single or double inflation
- you decide
•• Complete with dump valve to ensure
no over inflation

Lighting
•• We have different lights available to
give you the best possible options.
•• LED lights that can be placed inside
sleeves in our LED ready awnings.
•• LED serial lights that can be plugged
together (up to 3) and run off a
single plug
•• Bulk head style lights to match the
ones on the side of your van.

Air Awnings

•

Air Tents

•

Gazebos and Shelters

www.questleisure.com
Where to buy: Use the retailers section on
the website to find your local retailer.

More information: Use the products section
on the website to find out more details on
the products, with more images and videos

twitter.com/questleisure

facebook.com/questleisure

youtube.com/questleisure
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